SALE RESULTS

34 Two Year Old Hereford Bulls Grossed $160,000.00 and Averaged $4,705.88

74 Commercial Heifers Grossed $97,299.64 and Averaged $1,314.86

HIGH SELLING HEREFORDS

Lot 43 - WA 48Z Craze 68C sired by BBSF 4S Washington 406W was purchased by Ken Gunther, AB and Lorraine Henderson, Forestburg, AB for $13,250.00

Lot 33 - WA 11Y Classic 3C sired by Triple-A 47A Stanmore 11Y was purchased Byden Cattle Co, AB for $7,250.00

Lot 1 - LF 5Z Capone ET 70C sired by GH 7101 Rock Solid 5Z was purchased by Ken Gunther, AB for $7,000.00